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The who, where, when & how The who, where, when & how 
much in a sentencemuch in a sentence

•• The task: identify lexical and phrasal information in text The task: identify lexical and phrasal information in text 
which express references to named entities NE, e.g.,which express references to named entities NE, e.g.,
•• person namesperson names
•• company/organization namescompany/organization names
•• locationslocations
•• dates&timesdates&times
•• percentagespercentages
•• monetary amountsmonetary amounts

•• Determination of an NEDetermination of an NE
•• Specific type according to some taxonomySpecific type according to some taxonomy
•• Canonical representation (template structure)Canonical representation (template structure)
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Example of NEExample of NE--annotated textannotated text

Delimit the named entities in a text and tag them Delimit the named entities in a text and tag them 
with NE types:with NE types:

<ENAMEX TYPE=„LOCATION“>Italy</ENAMEX>‘s business world was rocked 
by the announcement <TIMEX TYPE=„DATE“>last Thursday</TIMEX> that Mr.
<ENAMEX TYPE=„PERSON“>Verdi</ENAMEX> would leave his job as vice-
president of <ENAMEX TYPE=„ORGANIZATION“>Music Masters of Milan, 
Inc</ENAMEX> to become operations director of  
<ENAMEX TYPE=„ORGANIZATION“>Arthur Andersen</ENAMEX>.

•„Milan“ is part of organization name
•„Arthur Andersen“ is a company 

•„Italy“ is sentence-initial ⇒ capitalization useless
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NE and QuestionNE and Question--AnsweringAnswering

•• Often, the expected answer type of a question is Often, the expected answer type of a question is 
a NEa NE
•• :KDW�ZDV�WKH�QDPH�RI�WKH�ILUVW�5XVVLDQ�DVWURQDXW�WR�GR�:KDW�ZDV�WKH�QDPH�RI�WKH�ILUVW�5XVVLDQ�DVWURQDXW�WR�GR�

D�VSDFHZDON"D�VSDFHZDON"

•• Expected answer type is PERSONExpected answer type is PERSON

•• 1DPH�WKH�ILYH�PRVW�LPSRUWDQW�VRIWZDUH�FRPSDQLHV�1DPH�WKH�ILYH�PRVW�LPSRUWDQW�VRIWZDUH�FRPSDQLHV�

•• Expected answer type is a list of COMPANYExpected answer type is a list of COMPANY

•• :KHUH�LV�GRHV�WKH�(66//,������WDNH�SODFH":KHUH�LV�GRHV�WKH�(66//,������WDNH�SODFH"

•• Expected answer type is LOCATION (subtype COUNTRY or Expected answer type is LOCATION (subtype COUNTRY or 
TOWN)TOWN)

•• :KHQ�ZLOO�EH�WKH�QH[W�WDON":KHQ�ZLOO�EH�WKH�QH[W�WDON"

•• Expected answer type is DATEExpected answer type is DATE



German Named EntityGerman Named Entity

System DemoSystem Demo
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NE and Web Mining: NE and Web Mining: DFKI System WAGDFKI System WAG
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The Result is an Indexed List of Named EntitiesThe Result is an Indexed List of Named Entities
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Average ResultsAverage Results (40 (40 QuestionsQuestions))
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Difficulties of Automatic NERDifficulties of Automatic NER

•• Potential set of NE is too numerous to include Potential set of NE is too numerous to include 
in dictionaries/Gazetteersin dictionaries/Gazetteers

•• Names changing constantlyNames changing constantly
•• Names appear in many variant formsNames appear in many variant forms
•• Subsequent occurrences of names might be Subsequent occurrences of names might be 

abbreviatedabbreviated

⇒⇒ list search/matching does not perform welllist search/matching does not perform well
⇒⇒ context based pattern matching neededcontext based pattern matching needed
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Difficulties for Pattern Matching  Difficulties for Pattern Matching  
ApproachApproach

Whether a phrase is a named entity, and what Whether a phrase is a named entity, and what 
name class it has, depends onname class it has, depends on
•• Internal structure:Internal structure:

„„Mr.Mr. Brandon“ Brandon“ 

•• Context:Context:
„The new „The new companycompany,, SafeTekSafeTek, will make air bags.“, will make air bags.“

•• Feiyu Xu, researcher at DFKI, Feiyu Xu, researcher at DFKI, SaarbrückenSaarbrücken
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NE and NE and chunk parsingchunk parsing

•• POS POS taggingtagging plus plus generic chunk parsing generic chunk parsing 
alone does not solve thealone does not solve the NE NE problem problem 
((ignoring type assignmentignoring type assignment forfor thethe momentmoment))
•• Complex modificationComplex modification; ; target structuretarget structure

•• [[1 Komma 2]   [[1 Komma 2]   MioMio Euro]Euro]
CARD NN CARD NN NNCARD NN CARD NN NN

•• POS POS taggingtagging and and chunk parsing would construct chunk parsing would construct 
following syntactical possible but wrong structurefollowing syntactical possible but wrong structure

•• [1 Komma] [2   [1 Komma] [2   MioMio] [Euro]] [Euro]
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NE and NE and chunk parsingchunk parsing

•• PostmodificationPostmodification
•• Date Date expression with target structureexpression with target structure

•• Am [3.   Januar 1967]Am [3.   Januar 1967]
CARD NN CARDCARD NN CARD

•• Wrong structure when generic chunk Wrong structure when generic chunk 
parsingparsing
•• Am [3.   Januar] [1967]Am [3.   Januar] [1967]

CARD NN    CARDCARD NN    CARD
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NE and NE and chunk parsingchunk parsing

•• CoordinationCoordination of of unit measuresunit measures
•• target structuretarget structure

•• [6      Euro und   50    Cents][6      Euro und   50    Cents]
CARD NN KON CARD NNCARD NN KON CARD NN

•• Generic chunk analysisGeneric chunk analysis
•• [6      Euro] und   [50    Cents][6      Euro] und   [50    Cents]

CARD NN KON CARD NNCARD NN KON CARD NN
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NE CoNE Co--referencereference

1RUPDQ�$XJXVWLQH1RUPDQ�$XJXVWLQH LVW�LP�*UXQGHLVW�LP�*UXQGH VHLQHVVHLQHV +HU]HQV�HLQ�IULHGOLFKHU�0HQVFK+HU]HQV�HLQ�IULHGOLFKHU�0HQVFK����,FK�,FK�
N|QQWH�QLHPDOVN|QQWH�QLHPDOV DXIDXI LUJHQG�HWZDV�VFKLHVVHQLUJHQG�HWZDV�VFKLHVVHQ���� YHUVLFKHUW�GHUYHUVLFKHUW�GHU ��MlKULJH�&KHI���MlKULJH�&KHI�
GHV�86GHV�86��5�VWXQJVNRQ]HUQV5�VWXQJVNRQ]HUQV 0DUWLQ�0DULHWWD�&RUS0DUWLQ�0DULHWWD�&RUS������0000�������'LH�������'LH ,GHH�]X�,GHH�]X�
GLHVHP�0LOOLDUGHQGHDO�VWDPPW�HLJHQWOLFKGLHVHP�0LOOLDUGHQGHDO�VWDPPW�HLJHQWOLFK YRQ�*(YRQ�*(��&KHI&KHI -RKQ)-RKQ)��:HOFK�MU���:HOFK�MU� (U�(U�
VFKOXJVFKOXJ $XJXVWLQH$XJXVWLQH EHL�HLQHP�7UHIIHQEHL�HLQHP�7UHIIHQ DP���DP��� 2NWREHU2NWREHU GHQGHQ =XVDPPHQVFKOXVV�=XVDPPHQVFKOXVV�
EHLGHU�8QWHUQHKPHQ�YRUEHLGHU�8QWHUQHKPHQ�YRU�� $EHU$EHU $XJXVWLQH$XJXVWLQH ]HLJWH�ZHQLJ�,QWHUHVVH]HLJWH�ZHQLJ�,QWHUHVVH����0DUWLQ�0DUWLQ�
0DULHWWD0DULHWWD YRQYRQ HLQHP�]HKQIDFK�JU|VVHUHQHLQHP�]HKQIDFK�JU|VVHUHQ 3DUWQHU3DUWQHU VFKOXFNHQ�]X�ODVVHQVFKOXFNHQ�]X�ODVVHQ��

•• Martin Marietta can be a person name or a reference to a Martin Marietta can be a person name or a reference to a 
companycompany

•• If MM is not part of an abbreviation lexicon, how do we If MM is not part of an abbreviation lexicon, how do we 
recognize it? recognize it? 
•• Also by taking into account NE reference resolution.Also by taking into account NE reference resolution.
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NE is an interesting problemNE is an interesting problem

•• Productivity of name creation requires lexicon Productivity of name creation requires lexicon 
free pattern recognitionfree pattern recognition

•• NE ambiguity requires resolution methodsNE ambiguity requires resolution methods
•• FineFine--grained NE classification needs finedgrained NE classification needs fined--

grained decision making methodsgrained decision making methods
•• Taxonomy learningTaxonomy learning

•• MultiMulti--lingualitylinguality
•• A text might contain NE expressions from different A text might contain NE expressions from different 

languages, e.g., languages, e.g., output output ofof IdentiFinderIdentiFinder™™
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Why Machine Learning NE?Why Machine Learning NE?
•• SystemSystem--based adaptation two new domainsbased adaptation two new domains

•• Fast development cycleFast development cycle
•• Manual specification too expensiveManual specification too expensive
•• LanguageLanguage--independence of learning algorithmsindependence of learning algorithms
•• NLNL--tools for feature extraction available, often as opentools for feature extraction available, often as open--sourcesource

•• Current approaches already show nearCurrent approaches already show near--humanhuman--like like 
performanceperformance
•• Can easily be integrated with externally available GazetteersCan easily be integrated with externally available Gazetteers

•• High innovation potentialHigh innovation potential
•• Core learning algorithms are language independent, which Core learning algorithms are language independent, which 

supports multisupports multi--lingualitylinguality
•• Novel combinations with relational learning approachesNovel combinations with relational learning approaches
•• Close relationship to currently developed MLClose relationship to currently developed ML--approaches of approaches of 

reference resolutionreference resolution
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Different approachesDifferent approaches

•• Different degree of NLDifferent degree of NL--preprocessingpreprocessing
•• CharacterCharacter--level features level features (Whitelaw&Patrick, (Whitelaw&Patrick, CoNLLCoNLL, 2003), 2003)
•• Tokenization Tokenization ((Bikel Bikel et al., ANLP 1997)et al., ANLP 1997)
•• POS + lemmatizationPOS + lemmatization ((Yangarber Yangarber et al. et al. Coling Coling 2002)2002)
•• MorphologyMorphology ((CucerzanCucerzan&&YarowskyYarowsky, EMNLP 1999), EMNLP 1999)
•• Full parsing Full parsing (Collins&Singer, EMNLP 1999)(Collins&Singer, EMNLP 1999)

•• Supervised learningSupervised learning
•• Training is based on available very large annotated corpusTraining is based on available very large annotated corpus
•• Mainly statisticalMainly statistical--based methods usedbased methods used

•• HMM, MEM, connectionists models, SVM, hybrid MLHMM, MEM, connectionists models, SVM, hybrid ML--methods (cf. methods (cf. 
http://http://cntscnts..uiauia.ac.be/conll2003/.ac.be/conll2003/nerner/)/)

•• Unsupervised learningUnsupervised learning
•• Training only needs very few seeds and very large unTraining only needs very few seeds and very large un--annotated annotated 

corpus: corpus: Topic of this lectureTopic of this lecture
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Current performance of supervised Current performance of supervised 
methods (methods (CoNLLCoNLL, 2003)*, 2003)*

English precision recall F 
| [FIJZ03] | 88.99% | 88.54% | 88.76±0.7
| [CN03] | 88.12% | 88.51% | 88.31±0.7
| [KSNM03] | 85.93% | 86.21% | 86.07±0.8
| [ZJ03]        | 86.13% | 84.88% | 85.50±0.9 
| [CMP03b]  | 84.05% | 85.96% | 85.00±0.8 
| [CC03]       | 84.29% | 85.50% | 84.89±0.9
| [MMP03]    | 84.45% | 84.90% | 84.67±1.0
| [CMP03a]  | 85.81% | 82.84% | 84.30±0.9
| [ML03]       | 84.52% | 83.55% | 84.04±0.9
| [BON03]   | 84.68% | 83.18% | 83.92±1.0
| [MLP03]   | 80.87% | 84.21% | 82.50±1.0
| [WNC03]*  | 82.02% | 81.39% | 81.70±0.9
| [WP03]       | 81.60% | 78.05% | 79.78±1.0
| [HV03]        | 76.33% | 80.17% | 78.20±1.0
| [DD03] | 75.84% | 78.13% | 76.97±1.2 
| [Ham03] | 69.09% | 53.26% | 60.15±1.3
| baseline | 71.91% | 50.90% | 59.61±1.2

*http://cnts.uia.ac.be/conll2003/ner/

German precision  recall           F 
| [FIJZ03] | 83.87% | 63.71% | 72.41±1.3 
| [KSNM03] | 80.38% | 65.04% | 71.90±1.2
| [ZJ03] | 82.00% | 63.03% | 71.27±1.5 
| [MMP03] | 75.97% | 64.82% | 69.96±1.4
| [CMP03b] | 75.47% | 63.82% | 69.15±1.3
| [BON03] | 74.82% | 63.82% | 68.88±1.3
| [CC03] | 75.61% | 62.46% | 68.41±1.4
| [ML03] | 75.97% | 61.72% | 68.11±1.4
| [MLP03] | 69.37% | 66.21% | 67.75±1.4
| [CMP03a] | 77.83% | 58.02% | 66.48±1.5
| [WNC03] | 75.20% | 59.35% | 66.34±1.3
| [CN03] | 76.83% | 57.34% | 65.67±1.4 
| [HV03] | 71.15% | 56.55% | 63.02±1.4 
| [DD03] | 63.93% | 51.86% | 57.27±1.6 
| [WP03] | 71.05% | 44.11% | 54.43±1.4
| [Ham03] | 63.49% | 38.25% | 47.74±1.5 
| baseline | 31.86% | 28.89% | 30.30±1.3
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Main features used by Main features used by CoNLL CoNLL 
2003 systems2003 systems
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Learning Approaches in Learning Approaches in CoNLLCoNLL

•• Most systems usedMost systems used
•• Maximum entropy modeling (5)Maximum entropy modeling (5)
•• HiddenHidden--Markov models (4)Markov models (4)
•• Connectionists methods (4)Connectionists methods (4)

•• Near all systems used external resources, Near all systems used external resources, 
e.g., gazetteerse.g., gazetteers

•• Best systems performed hybrid learning Best systems performed hybrid learning 
approachapproach
• Florian, Ittycheriah, Jing and Zhang: “Named Entity Recognition through 

Classifier Combination”, e.g., maximum entropy modeling, transformation-
based learning, and hidden Markov model
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Details of Two Unsupervised NE Details of Two Unsupervised NE 
Learning MethodsLearning Methods
•• Unsupervised NE ClassificationUnsupervised NE Classification

•• Michael Collins and Michael Collins and Yoran Yoran Singer, 1999Singer, 1999

•• Unsupervised Learning of Generalized Unsupervised Learning of Generalized 
NamesNames
•• YangarberYangarber, Lin, , Lin, GrishmanGrishman, 2002, 2002

•• Lin, Lin, YangarberYangarber, , GrishmanGrishman, 2003, 2003
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Unsupervised NE: ideaUnsupervised NE: idea

•• Define manually only a small set of trusted Define manually only a small set of trusted 
seedsseeds

•• Training then only uses unTraining then only uses un--labeled datalabeled data
•• Initialize system by labeling the corpus with Initialize system by labeling the corpus with 

the seedsthe seeds
•• Extract and generalize patterns from the Extract and generalize patterns from the 

context of the seedscontext of the seeds
•• Use the patterns to further label the corpus Use the patterns to further label the corpus 

and to extend the seed set (and to extend the seed set (bootstrappingbootstrapping))
•• Repeat the process unless no new terms can Repeat the process unless no new terms can 

be identifiedbe identified
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Unsupervised NEUnsupervised NE--learning: idealearning: idea
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Unsupervised NEUnsupervised NE--learning: idealearning: idea
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Unsupervised NE classification Unsupervised NE classification 
based on Michael Collins andbased on Michael Collins and YoranYoran Singer, EMNLP 1999Singer, EMNLP 1999

•• The task: to learn a decision list to classify The task: to learn a decision list to classify 
strings as strings as personperson, , locationlocation or or organizationorganization

R1 : if features then person
R2 : if features then location
R3 : if features then organization
…
Rn : if features then person

«�VD\V�0U��*DWHV��IRXQGHU�RI�0LFURVRIW�«

«�VD\V�0U��*DWHV��IRXQGHU�RI�0LFURVRIW «

The learned decision 
list is an RUGHUHG

sequence of if-then 
rules
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Outline of Unsupervised CoOutline of Unsupervised Co--
TrainingTraining
•• Parse an unlabeled document setParse an unlabeled document set

•• Extract each NP, whose head is tagged as Extract each NP, whose head is tagged as 
proper nounproper noun

•• Define a set of relevant features, which can Define a set of relevant features, which can 
be applied on extracted NPsbe applied on extracted NPs

•• Define Define two separate types of rulestwo separate types of rules on basis of on basis of 
feature spacefeature space

•• Determine small initial set of seed rulesDetermine small initial set of seed rules

•• Iteratively extend the rules through coIteratively extend the rules through co--trainingtraining
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Two Categories of RulesTwo Categories of Rules

•• The key to the method is redundancy in the The key to the method is redundancy in the 
two kind of rules.two kind of rules.

…says …says Mr. CooperMr. Cooper, a vice , a vice presidentpresident of…of…

Paradigmatic or spelling Syntagmatic or contextual

Huge amount of unlabeled data gives us these hints!
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The DataThe Data

•• 971,746 New York Times sentences were parsed using 971,746 New York Times sentences were parsed using 
full sentence parserfull sentence parser..

•• Extract consecutive sequences of proper nouns (tagged Extract consecutive sequences of proper nouns (tagged 
as NNP and NNPS) as named entity examples if they as NNP and NNPS) as named entity examples if they 
met one of following two criterion.met one of following two criterion.

•• Note: thus seen, NNP(S) functions as a generic NENote: thus seen, NNP(S) functions as a generic NE--
type, and the main task is now to type, and the main task is now to subsub--typetype it.it.
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Kinds of Noun PhrasesKinds of Noun Phrases

1.1. There was an There was an appositive modifierappositive modifier to the to the NPNP, , 
whose head is a singular noun (tagged NN).whose head is a singular noun (tagged NN).

•• «VD\V�«VD\V�>0DXU\�&RRSHU@>0DXU\�&RRSHU@����>>D�YLFH�D�YLFH�SUHVLGHQW@SUHVLGHQW@««

2.2. The The NPNP is a complement to a preposition is a complement to a preposition 
which is the head of a PP.  This PP which is the head of a PP.  This PP 
modifies modifies another NPanother NP whose head is a whose head is a 
singular noun.singular noun.

•• «�IUDXG�UHODWHG�WR�ZRUN�RQ�«�IUDXG�UHODWHG�WR�ZRUN�RQ�>>D�IHGHUDOO\�IXQGHG�D�IHGHUDOO\�IXQGHG�
VHZDJH�VHZDJH�SODQW@SODQW@ >>LQ�LQ�>*HRUJLD@@>*HRUJLD@@��
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�VSHOOLQJ��FRQWH[W��SDLUV�FUHDWHG�VSHOOLQJ��FRQWH[W��SDLUV�FUHDWHG

•• «VD\V�«VD\V�0DXU\�&RRSHU0DXU\�&RRSHU��D�YLFH���D�YLFH�SUHVLGHQWSUHVLGHQW««

•• ((Maury CooperMaury Cooper, , presidentpresident))

•• «�IUDXG�UHODWHG�WR�ZRUN�RQ�D�IHGHUDOO\�«�IUDXG�UHODWHG�WR�ZRUN�RQ�D�IHGHUDOO\�
IXQGHG�VHZDJH�IXQGHG�VHZDJH�SODQW�LQSODQW�LQ *HRUJLD*HRUJLD��

•• ��*HRUJLD*HRUJLD����SODQWBLQSODQWBLQ��
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FeaturesFeatures
for representing examples for the learning algorithmfor representing examples for the learning algorithm

•• Set of spelling featuresSet of spelling features
•• FullFull--string=xstring=x (full(full--string=Maury Cooper)string=Maury Cooper)
•• Contains(x)Contains(x) (contains(Maury))(contains(Maury))
•• Allcap1            Allcap1            IBMIBM
•• Allcap2 Allcap2 N.Y.N.Y.
•• NonalphaNonalpha=x          =x          A.T.&T. (A.T.&T. (nonalphanonalpha=..&.)=..&.)

•• Set of context featuresSet of context features
•• Context = x           Context = x           (context = president)(context = president)
•• ContextContext--type = xtype = x apposappos or prepor prep

,W�LV�VWURQJO\�DVVXPHG�WKDW�WKH�IHDWXUHV�FDQ�EH�SDUWLWLRQHG�

LQWR�WZR�W\SHV�VXFK�WKDW�HDFK�W\SH�DORQH�LV�VXIILFLHQW�IRU�FODVVLILFDWLRQ�
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Examples of named entities and Examples of named entities and 
their featurestheir features

FullFull--string=string=KiddeKidde_Credit, contains(_Credit, contains(KiddeKidde), ), 
contains(Credit), context=parent_of, contains(Credit), context=parent_of, 
contextcontext--type=preptype=prep

Kidde Kidde Credit/parent_ofCredit/parent_of

FullFull--string=string=KiddeKidde_Incorporated, _Incorporated, 
contains(contains(KiddeKidde), contains(Incorporated), ), contains(Incorporated), 
context=parent, contextcontext=parent, context--type=type=apposappos

KiddeKidde
Incorporated/parentIncorporated/parent

Hanson acquired Hanson acquired 
Kidde Kidde Incorporated, Incorporated, 
parent of parent of Kidde Kidde Credit, Credit, 
for …for …

FullFull--string= A.T.&T., allcap2, string= A.T.&T., allcap2, 
nonalphanonalpha=..&. , context=company_like, =..&. , context=company_like, 
contextcontext--type=preptype=prep

A.T.&T./company_likeA.T.&T./company_likeBy hiring a company By hiring a company 
like A.T.&T. …like A.T.&T. …

FullFull--string=Steptoe_&_Johnson, string=Steptoe_&_Johnson, 
contains(Steptoe), contains(&), contains(Steptoe), contains(&), 
contains(Johnson), contains(Johnson), nonalphanonalpha=& , =& , 
context=partner_at, contextcontext=partner_at, context--type=preptype=prep

Steptoe & Steptoe & 
Johnson/partner_atJohnson/partner_at

FullFull--string=Robert_Jordan, string=Robert_Jordan, 
contains(Robert), contains(Jordan), contains(Robert), contains(Jordan), 
context=partner, contextcontext=partner, context--type=type=apposappos

Robert Jordon/partnerRobert Jordon/partnerBut Robert Jordan, a But Robert Jordan, a 
partner at Steptoe & partner at Steptoe & 
Johnson who took …Johnson who took …

(Active) Features(Active) FeaturesEntities(Spelling/Context)Entities(Spelling/Context)SentenceSentence
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RulesRules

Feature �1(Feature �1(--type, h(Feature,NEtype, h(Feature,NE--type)type)

h(x,y): the strength of a rule, defined as

α
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α is a smoothing parameter
N� ��1(�W\SHV

where

The rules ordered according to their strengths h form a 
decision list: the sequence of rules are tested in order,  
and the answer to the ILUVW satisfied rule is output.
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RulesRules
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α is a smoothing parameter
N� ��1(�W\SHV

where

The rules ordered according to their strengths h form a 
decision list: the sequence of rules are tested in order,  
and the answer to the ILUVW satisfied rule is output.

Two separate types 
of rules:
Spelling rules
Context rules
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RulesRules

Feature �1(Feature �1(--type, h(Feature,NEtype, h(Feature,NE--type)type)

h(x,y): the strength of a rule, defined as

α
α
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, ∑ ∈
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α is a smoothing parameter
N� ��1(�W\SHV

where

The rules ordered according to their strengths h form a 
decision list: the sequence of rules are tested in order,  
and the answer to the ILUVW satisfied rule is output.

Two separate types 
of rules:
Spelling rules
Context rules

Is an estimate of 
the conditional 
probability of the 
NE-type given the 
feature, P(y|x)
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7 SEED RULES7 SEED RULES

•• FullFull--string = New Yorkstring = New York LocationLocation

•• FullFull--string = Californiastring = California LocationLocation

•• FullFull--string = U.S.string = U.S. LocationLocation

•• Contains(Mr.) Contains(Mr.) PersonPerson

•• Contains(Incorporated)Contains(Incorporated) OrganizationOrganization

•• FullFull--string=Microsoft string=Microsoft OrganizationOrganization

•• FullFull--string=I.B.M. string=I.B.M. OrganizationOrganization
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7 SEED RULES7 SEED RULES

•• FullFull--string = New Yorkstring = New York LocationLocation

•• FullFull--string = Californiastring = California LocationLocation

•• FullFull--string = U.S.string = U.S. LocationLocation

•• Contains(Mr.) Contains(Mr.) PersonPerson

•• Contains(Incorporated)Contains(Incorporated) OrganizationOrganization

•• FullFull--string=Microsoft string=Microsoft OrganizationOrganization

•• FullFull--string=I.B.M. string=I.B.M. OrganizationOrganization

Note: only one type 
of rules used as 
seed rules, and all 
NE-types should be 
covered
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The CoThe Co--training algorithmtraining algorithm
1.1. Set N=5 (max. # of rules of each type induced in each iteration)Set N=5 (max. # of rules of each type induced in each iteration)

���� ,QLWLDOL]H,QLWLDOL]H: Set the : Set the spellingspelling decision list equal to the set of seed rules. decision list equal to the set of seed rules. 
Label the training set using these rules.Label the training set using these rules.

3.3. Use Use thesethese to get to get contextualcontextual rules.    (x = feature, y = label)rules.    (x = feature, y = label)
1.1. Compute h(x,y), and induce at most N * K rules Compute h(x,y), and induce at most N * K rules 

2.2. all must be above some threshold pall must be above some threshold pminmin=0.95=0.95

4.4. Label the training set using the Label the training set using the contextualcontextual rules.rules.

5.5. Use Use thesethese to get N*K to get N*K spellingspelling rules (same as step 3.)rules (same as step 3.)

6.6. Set Set spellingspelling rules to seed plus the new rules.rules to seed plus the new rules.

7.7. If N < 2500, set N=N+5, and If N < 2500, set N=N+5, and gotogoto step 3.step 3.

8.8. Label the training data with the combined spelling/contextual deLabel the training data with the combined spelling/contextual decision cision 
list, then induce a final decision list from the labeled examplelist, then induce a final decision list from the labeled examples where s where 
all rules (regardless of strength) are added to the decision lisall rules (regardless of strength) are added to the decision list.t.
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ExampleExample

•• (IBM, (IBM, companycompany))
•• …IBM, the company that makes……IBM, the company that makes…

•• ((General ElectricGeneral Electric, , companycompany)     )     
•• ..General Electric, a leading company in the area,…..General Electric, a leading company in the area,…

•• ((General ElectricGeneral Electric, employer ), employer )
•• … joined General Electric, the biggest employer…… joined General Electric, the biggest employer…

•• (NYU, employer)(NYU, employer)
•• NYU, the employer of the famous Ralph Grishman,…NYU, the employer of the famous Ralph Grishman,…
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Why Separate Spelling, Context Why Separate Spelling, Context 
Features?Features?

Requirements:Requirements:
1.1. Classification problem f: X Classification problem f: X YY

1.1. ff11(x(x1,i1,i) = f) = f22(x(x2,i2,i) = ) = yyii for i = 1for i = 1……mm

2.2. ff11(x(x1,i1,i) = f) = f22(x(x2,i2,i) ) for i = m+1for i = m+1……nn

(softer criteria requires f(softer criteria requires f11 and fand f22 to minimize their to minimize their 
disagreements disagreements similarity)similarity)

2.2. Can partition features X into 2 types of features x Can partition features X into 2 types of features x 
= (x= (x11,x,x22))

3.3. Each type is sufficient for classificationEach type is sufficient for classification
4.4. xx11,x,x22 not correlated to tightly (e.g., no not correlated to tightly (e.g., no 

deterministic function from xdeterministic function from x11to xto x22))

Can use theory behind co-training to 
explain how algorithm works.
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Why Separate Spelling, Context Why Separate Spelling, Context 
Features?Features?

Requirements:Requirements:
1.1. Classification problem f: X Classification problem f: X YY

1.1. ff11(x(x1,i1,i) = f) = f22(x(x2,i2,i) = ) = yyii for i = 1for i = 1……mm

2.2. ff11(x(x1,i1,i) = f) = f22(x(x2,i2,i) ) for i = m+1for i = m+1……nn

(softer criteria requires f(softer criteria requires f11 and fand f22 to minimize their to minimize their 
disagreements disagreements similarity)similarity)

2.2. Can partition features X into 2 types of features x Can partition features X into 2 types of features x 
= (x= (x11,x,x22))

3.3. Each type is sufficient for classificationEach type is sufficient for classification
4.4. xx11,x,x22 not correlated to tightly (e.g., no not correlated to tightly (e.g., no 

deterministic function from xdeterministic function from x11to xto x22))

Can use theory behind co-training to 
explain how algorithm works.fi must correctly 

classify first 1…m 
labeled examples, and 
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Why Separate Spelling, Context Why Separate Spelling, Context 
Features?Features?

Requirements:Requirements:
1.1. Classification problem f: X Classification problem f: X YY

1.1. ff11(x(x1,i1,i) = f) = f22(x(x2,i2,i) = ) = yyii for i = 1for i = 1……mm

2.2. ff11(x(x1,i1,i) = f) = f22(x(x2,i2,i) ) for i = m+1for i = m+1……nn

(softer criteria requires f(softer criteria requires f11 and fand f22 to minimize their to minimize their 
disagreements disagreements similarity)similarity)

2.2. Can partition features X into 2 types of features x Can partition features X into 2 types of features x 
= (x= (x11,x,x22))

3.3. Each type is sufficient for classificationEach type is sufficient for classification
4.4. xx11,x,x22 not correlated to tightly (e.g., no not correlated to tightly (e.g., no 

deterministic function from xdeterministic function from x11to xto x22))

Can use theory behind co-training to 
explain how algorithm works.fi must correctly 

classify first 1…m 
labeled examples, and 

must agree with each 
other on next m+1…n 
unlabeled examples
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Why Separate Spelling, Context Why Separate Spelling, Context 
Features?Features?

Requirements:Requirements:
1.1. Classification problem f: X Classification problem f: X YY

1.1. ff11(x(x1,i1,i) = f) = f22(x(x2,i2,i) = ) = yyii for i = 1for i = 1……mm

2.2. ff11(x(x1,i1,i) = f) = f22(x(x2,i2,i) ) for i = m+1for i = m+1……nn

(softer criteria requires f(softer criteria requires f11 and fand f22 to minimize their to minimize their 
disagreements disagreements similarity)similarity)

2.2. Can partition features X into 2 types of features x Can partition features X into 2 types of features x 
= (x= (x11,x,x22))

3.3. Each type is sufficient for classificationEach type is sufficient for classification
4.4. xx11,x,x22 not correlated to tightly (e.g., no not correlated to tightly (e.g., no 

deterministic function from xdeterministic function from x11to xto x22))

Can use theory behind co-training to 
explain how algorithm works.fi must correctly 

classify first 1…m 
labeled examples, and 

must agree with each 
other on next m+1…n 
unlabeled examples

Open question: best 
similarity function?
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Why Separate Spelling, Context Why Separate Spelling, Context 
Features?Features?

Requirements:Requirements:
1.1. Classification problem f: X Classification problem f: X YY

1.1. ff11(x(x1,i1,i) = f) = f22(x(x2,i2,i) = ) = yyii for i = 1for i = 1……mm

2.2. ff11(x(x1,i1,i) = f) = f22(x(x2,i2,i) ) for i = m+1for i = m+1……nn

(softer criteria requires f(softer criteria requires f11 and fand f22 to minimize their to minimize their 
disagreements disagreements similarity)similarity)

2.2. Can partition features X into 2 types of features x Can partition features X into 2 types of features x 
= (x= (x11,x,x22))

3.3. Each type is sufficient for classificationEach type is sufficient for classification
4.4. xx11,x,x22 not correlated to tightly (e.g., no not correlated to tightly (e.g., no 

deterministic function from xdeterministic function from x11to xto x22))

Can use theory behind co-training to 
explain how algorithm works.fi must correctly 

classify first 1…m 
labeled examples, and 

must agree with each 
other on next m+1…n 
unlabeled examples

Open question: best 
similarity function?

3. & 4. Say that features 3. & 4. Say that features 
can be partitioned.can be partitioned.
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The Power of the AlgorithmThe Power of the Algorithm

•• Greedy methodGreedy method
•• At each iteration method increases number of rulesAt each iteration method increases number of rules

•• While maintaining a high level of agreement between While maintaining a high level of agreement between 
spelling & context rulesspelling & context rules

For n= 2500: 
1. The two classifiers give both labels on 49.2% of the 

unlabeled data
2. And give the VDPH label on 99.25% of these cases
¾ The algorithm maximizes the number of unlabeled 

examples on which the two decision list agree.
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EvaluationEvaluation

•• 88,962 (spelling, context) pairs.88,962 (spelling, context) pairs.
•• 971,746 sentences971,746 sentences

•• 1,000 randomly extracted and labeled by 1,000 randomly extracted and labeled by 
hand to produce a test set.hand to produce a test set.
•• LocationLocation, , personperson, , organizationorganization, noise (items , noise (items 

outside the other three)outside the other three)
•• 186, 289, 402, 123 (186, 289, 402, 123 (-- 38 temporal noise)38 temporal noise)

•• Let NLet Ncc be the number of correctly classified be the number of correctly classified 
examplesexamples
•• Noise Accuracy: NNoise Accuracy: Ncc / 962 / 962 
•• Clean Accuracy:  NClean Accuracy:  Ncc /(962/(962--85)85)
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ResultsResults

83.1%83.1%91.1%91.1%CoBoostCoBoost

83.3%83.3%91.3%91.3%DLDL--CoTrainCoTrain

83.2%83.2%91.2%91.2%YarowskyYarowsky CautiousCautious

74.1%74.1%81.3%81.3%YarowskyYarowsky 9595

75.8%75.8%83.1%83.1%EMEM

41.8%41.8%45.8%45.8%BaselineBaseline

Noise AccuracyNoise AccuracyClean Accuracy Clean Accuracy AlgorithmAlgorithm
Tags all entities as the most 
frequent class type (org.)
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RemarksRemarks

•• Needs full parsing of unlabeled documentsNeeds full parsing of unlabeled documents
•• Restricted language independencyRestricted language independency
•• Need linguistic sophistication for new types of NENeed linguistic sophistication for new types of NE

•• Slow trainingSlow training
•• In each iteration, full size of training corpus has to In each iteration, full size of training corpus has to 

be rebe re--labeledlabeled

•• DFKI extensionsDFKI extensions
•• Typed GazetteersTyped Gazetteers
•• Chunk parsing onlyChunk parsing only
•• Integrated into a crossIntegrated into a cross--language QA systemlanguage QA system
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Unsupervised Learning of Unsupervised Learning of 
Generalized NamesGeneralized Names
YangarberYangarber, Lin,, Lin, GrishmanGrishman, , ColingColing 2002 & Lin,2002 & Lin, YangarberYangarber,, GrishmanGrishman, ICML 2003, ICML 2003

•• Much work on MLMuch work on ML--NE focuses on classifying NE focuses on classifying SURSHU�SURSHU�

QDPHV��QDPHV��31V31V��

•• Person/Location/OrganizationPerson/Location/Organization

•• IE generally relies on domainIE generally relies on domain--specific lexicon or specific lexicon or 
*HQHUDOL]HG�1DPHV��*HQHUDOL]HG�1DPHV��*1V*1V��

•• Closer to terminology:Closer to terminology:
singlesingle-- or multior multi--word domainword domain--specific expressionsspecific expressions

•• Automatic learning of Automatic learning of GNs GNs is an important first step is an important first step 
towards truly adaptive IEtowards truly adaptive IE
•• IE system that can automatically adapt itself to new domainsIE system that can automatically adapt itself to new domains
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How How GNs GNs differ from differ from PNsPNs
•• Not necessary capitalizedNot necessary capitalized

•• tuberculosistuberculosis

•• E. coliE. coli

•• Ebola Ebola haemorrhagic haemorrhagic feverfever

•• Variant Variant CreutzfeldtCreutzfeldt--Jacob diseaseJacob disease

•• Name boundaries are nonName boundaries are non--trivial to identifytrivial to identify
•• “the four latest typhoid fever cases”“the four latest typhoid fever cases”

•• Set of possible candidate names is broader and more difficult toSet of possible candidate names is broader and more difficult to
determinedetermine
•• ““National Veterinary ServicesNational Veterinary Services Director Director Dr. Gideon Dr. Gideon BrucknerBruckner said no said no 

cases of cases of mad cow diseasemad cow disease have been in have been in South AfricaSouth Africa.”.”

•• AmbiguityAmbiguity
•• E. coli : organism or diseaseE. coli : organism or disease

•• Encephalitis : disease or symptomEncephalitis : disease or symptom
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NOMEN: the Learning AlgorithmNOMEN: the Learning Algorithm

1.1. InputInput: Seed names in several chosen : Seed names in several chosen 
categoriescategories

2.2. Tag occurrences of namesTag occurrences of names
3.3. Generate local patterns around tagsGenerate local patterns around tags
4.4. Match patterns elsewhere in corpusMatch patterns elsewhere in corpus

1.1. Acquire topAcquire top--scoring pattern(s)scoring pattern(s)

5.5. Acquired patterns tags new namesAcquired patterns tags new names
1.1. Acquire topAcquire top--scoring name(s)scoring name(s)

6.6. RepeatRepeat
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PrePre--processingprocessing

•• TextText--ZonerZoner
•• Extract textual contentExtract textual content

•• Strips of headers, footers etc.Strips of headers, footers etc.

•• TokenizerTokenizer
•• Produces lemmasProduces lemmas

•• POS POS taggertagger
•• Statistically trained on WSJStatistically trained on WSJ

•• Unknown or foreign words are not lemmatized and Unknown or foreign words are not lemmatized and 
tagged as nountagged as noun
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SeedsSeeds

•• For each For each WDUJHWWDUJHW category select N initial category select N initial WUXVWHGWUXVWHG seedsseeds
•• Diseases:Diseases:

•• Cholera, dengue, anthrax, BSE, rabies, JE, Japanese Cholera, dengue, anthrax, BSE, rabies, JE, Japanese 
encephalitis, influenza, encephalitis, influenza, Nipah Nipah virus, FMDvirus, FMD

•• Locations:Locations:
•• United States, Malaysia, Australia, Belgium, China, Europe, United States, Malaysia, Australia, Belgium, China, Europe, 

Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, FranceTaiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, France

•• OthersOthers
•• Case, health, day, people, year, patient, death, number, report,Case, health, day, people, year, patient, death, number, report,

farmfarm

•• Use frequency counts computed form corpus or Use frequency counts computed form corpus or 
some external datasome external data--basebase

•• Many more Many more additonal additonal categories can be definedcategories can be defined
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Positive vs. Negative SeedsPositive vs. Negative Seeds

•• A seed name serves as A seed name serves as 
•• a a positive examplepositive example for its own class, and for its own class, and 
•• a a negative examplenegative example for all other classes.for all other classes.

•• Negative examples help steer the Negative examples help steer the 
learner away from unreliable  patternslearner away from unreliable  patterns
•• Competing classesCompeting classes
•• Termination of unsupervised learningTermination of unsupervised learning
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Pattern generationPattern generation

•• Tag every occurrence of each seed in corpusTag every occurrence of each seed in corpus
•• “…new cases of “…new cases of <<disdis>> choleracholera </</disdis>> this year in …”this year in …”

•• For For each tageach tag, generate context rule: , generate context rule: start/leftstart/left--tagtag
•• [new case of [new case of <<disdis>> cholera this year]cholera this year]

•• Generalized Generalized leftleft--sideside candidate patterns:candidate patterns:
•• [new case of <[new case of <disdis> *            *     *     ]> *            *     *     ]

•• [*      case of <[*      case of <disdis> *           *     *     ]> *           *     *     ]

•• [*      *       of <[*      *       of <disdis> *            *     *     ]> *            *     *     ]

•• [*      *       *  <[*      *       *  <disdis> cholera this year ]> cholera this year ]

•• [*      *       *  <[*      *       *  <disdis> cholera this *      ]> cholera this *      ]

•• [*      *       *  <[*      *       *  <disdis> cholera  *    *      ]> cholera  *    *      ]
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Pattern generationPattern generation

•• For For each tageach tag, generate context rule: , generate context rule: end/rightend/right--tagtag
•• [case of cholera [case of cholera </</disdis>> this year in]this year in]

•• Generalized Generalized rightright--sideside candidate patterns:candidate patterns:
•• [case of cholera [case of cholera </</disdis>> *     *       *]*     *       *]

•• [* [* of cholera of cholera </</disdis>> *     *       *]*     *       *]

•• [*       * [*       * cholera cholera </</disdis>> *     *       *]*     *       *]

•• [*       *   * [*       *   * </</disdis>> this year in]this year in]

•• [*       *   *           [*       *   *           </</disdis>> this year * ]this year * ]

•• [*       *   *           [*       *   *           </</disdis>> this  *      * ]this  *      * ]

•• Note: all are Note: all are potential patternspotential patterns
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Pattern applicationPattern application

•• Apply each candidate pattern to corpus, observe where Apply each candidate pattern to corpus, observe where 
the pattern matchesthe pattern matches
•• E.g., the pattern E.g., the pattern [*  *  of <[*  *  of <disdis> *  *  *]> *  *  *]

•• Each pattern predicts one boundary: search for the partner Each pattern predicts one boundary: search for the partner 
boundary using a noun group NGboundary using a noun group NG regexregex::
•• [[AdjAdj* Noun+]* Noun+]
•• ³«GLVWULEXWHG�WKH�\HOORZ�IHYHU�YDFFLQH�WR�WKH�SHRSOH´³«GLVWULEXWHG�WKH�\HOORZ�IHYHU�YDFFLQH�WR�WKH�SHRSOH´

•• The resulting NG can be (The resulting NG can be (wrtwrt. currently tagged corpus). currently tagged corpus)
•• Positive: Positive: “…case “…case ofof <<disdis> dengue </> dengue </disdis>> …”…”
•• Negative:Negative: “…North “…North ofof <loc> Malaysia </loc><loc> Malaysia </loc> …”…”
•• Unknown:Unknown: “…symptoms “…symptoms ofof <?> swine fever </?><?> swine fever </?> in …”in …”
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Identify candidate Identify candidate NGsNGs

•• Sets of NG that the pattern p matchedSets of NG that the pattern p matched
•• Pos = distinct matched NG types of correct categoryPos = distinct matched NG types of correct category

•• Neg Neg = distinct matched NG types of wrong category= distinct matched NG types of wrong category

•• Unk Unk = distinct matched = distinct matched NGs NGs of unknown categoryof unknown category
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Collect statistics 
for each pattern
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Pattern selectionPattern selection

•• Discard pattern p if acc(p) < Discard pattern p if acc(p) < θθ
•• The remaining patterns are ranked byThe remaining patterns are ranked by

•• Score(p) = conf(p)*log|Pos(p)|Score(p) = conf(p)*log|Pos(p)|

•• Prefer patterns that:Prefer patterns that:
•• Predict the correct category with less riskPredict the correct category with less risk
•• Stronger support: match more distinct known namesStronger support: match more distinct known names

•• Choose top n patterns for each categoryChoose top n patterns for each category
•• [* die of <[* die of <disdis> * * *]> * * *]
•• [* vaccinate against <[* vaccinate against <disdis> * * *]> * * *]
•• [* * * </[* * * </disdis> outbreak that have ]> outbreak that have ]
•• [* * * </[* * * </disdis> * * *]> * * *]
•• [* case of <[* case of <disdis> * * *]> * * *]

To get positive score, a 
pattern must have at least 
two distinct NGs as positive 
example, and more positive 
than negative exam.
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Name selectionName selection
•• Apply each accepted pattern to corpus, to find Apply each accepted pattern to corpus, to find 

candidate names (using the NG)candidate names (using the NG)
•• “More people die of <“More people die of <disdis> profound heartbreak than grief.”> profound heartbreak than grief.”

•• Rank each name type t based on quality of patterns Rank each name type t based on quality of patterns 
that match it:that match it:

•• Require |MRequire |Mtt| | ≥≥ 2 2 ⇒⇒ t should appear t should appear ≥≥ 2 times2 times

•• MMt t contains at least on pattern predicting the left boundary of t acontains at least on pattern predicting the left boundary of t and nd 
one pattern predicting the right boundary one pattern predicting the right boundary 

•• Conf(p) assigns more credit to reliable patternsConf(p) assigns more credit to reliable patterns

∏
∈

−−=
W0S

SFRQIW5DQN ))(1(1)(
Mt is the set of 
accepted patterns 
which match any of 
the instances of t
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Name selectionName selection

•• Accept up to 5 topAccept up to 5 top--ranked candidate ranked candidate 
names for each categorynames for each category

•• Iterate learning algorithm until no more Iterate learning algorithm until no more 
names can be learnednames can be learned
•• Bootstrap by using in each new iteration Bootstrap by using in each new iteration 

the extended set of new names to rethe extended set of new names to re--
annotate the corpusannotate the corpus
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Salient Features of Salient Features of NomenNomen

•• Generalized namesGeneralized names
•• A few manuallyA few manually--selected seedsselected seeds
•• UnUn--annotated corpusannotated corpus
•• UnUn--restricted context (no syntactic restricted context (no syntactic 

restrictions)restrictions)
•• Patterns for left and right contexts Patterns for left and right contexts 

independentlyindependently
•• Multiple categories simultaneouslyMultiple categories simultaneously
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ExperimentsExperiments

•• Construction of reference lists for Construction of reference lists for 
judging recall & precision of NOMENjudging recall & precision of NOMEN

2404240435883588PrecisionPrecision

641641

11341134
322322

616616
Recall (26K)Recall (26K)

Recall (100K)Recall (100K)

1785178524922492ManualManual

LocationLocationDiseaseDiseaseReference ListReference ListCompiled from multiple 
sources (medical DB, 
Web, manual review)

Appearing two or more time 
in development corpus

Manual list + acronyms + 
strip generic heads Score recal against recall list and 

precision against precision list;
Distinguish type and token tests
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ResultsResults
•• Final recall & precision for 8 categoriesFinal recall & precision for 8 categories

•• Around 70% (in case of typeAround 70% (in case of type--based evaluation)based evaluation)
•• Classical PN: Recall: 86Classical PN: Recall: 86--92%, Precision: above 70%92%, Precision: above 70%

•• MultiMulti--class learning has positive effectsclass learning has positive effects
•• A category is less likely to expand beyond its true territoryA category is less likely to expand beyond its true territory
•• The accepted names in each category serve as negative example The accepted names in each category serve as negative example 

for all categoriesfor all categories
•• The learners avoid acquiring patterns with too many negativesThe learners avoid acquiring patterns with too many negatives
•• In some sense, the categories In some sense, the categories VHOIVHOI��WXQHWXQH each other each other 

•• Comparison with humanComparison with human--inin--thethe--looploop
•• “More groups” can be as good as “few groups + human reviewer”“More groups” can be as good as “few groups + human reviewer”

•• Using a negative category (noun groups that belong to neither Using a negative category (noun groups that belong to neither 
category, but generic terms), then also substantial increase in category, but generic terms), then also substantial increase in 
performanceperformance
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Research IssuesResearch Issues
•• Can a richer linguistic model improve pattern Can a richer linguistic model improve pattern 

generalization?generalization?
•• More elaborate NGMore elaborate NG--grammargrammar
•• POS/SEM instead of wildcardPOS/SEM instead of wildcard
•• Note: one benefit of the approach is, that it does not need Note: one benefit of the approach is, that it does not need 

sophisticated linguistics, and hence is more adaptablesophisticated linguistics, and hence is more adaptable

•• How many different classes can effectively be How many different classes can effectively be 
learned simultaneously?learned simultaneously?
•• More complex seedMore complex seed--determinationdetermination
•• When do the different classes enter into a deadWhen do the different classes enter into a dead--lock lock 

situation?situation?
•• Group learning?Group learning?

•• At DKFI we have already started some of these At DKFI we have already started some of these 
inquiriesinquiries
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Final RemarksFinal Remarks

•• StateState--ofof--art in NE recognitionart in NE recognition
•• Machine learning worksMachine learning works

•• Core learning engines are language Core learning engines are language 
independentindependent

•• Feature extraction relies on language Feature extraction relies on language 
specific propertiesspecific properties

•• Unsupervised learning promising Unsupervised learning promising 
directiondirection
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Challenging ProblemsChallenging Problems
•• What level of linguistic representation works best?What level of linguistic representation works best?

•• POSPOS--tagging or deep parsing?tagging or deep parsing?
•• Employ linguistic principles (e.g., XEmploy linguistic principles (e.g., X--bar, headbar, head--principle, …)principle, …)

•• “language alignment”“language alignment”
•• Is it possible to reIs it possible to re--use a model of language X, also for use a model of language X, also for 

processing in language Y?processing in language Y?

•• Incremental learning algorithmsIncremental learning algorithms
•• How to perform revision of learned patterns?How to perform revision of learned patterns?

•• Learning of fineLearning of fine--grained classesgrained classes
•• Ako Ako taxonomy learning, cf. Fleischman&taxonomy learning, cf. Fleischman&HovyHovy, Coling2002, Coling2002
•• NE as Word Sense Disambiguation?NE as Word Sense Disambiguation?

•• Recognition of NERecognition of NE--paraphrasesparaphrases
•• NENE--centered reference resolutioncentered reference resolution
•• Combination of NE from unCombination of NE from un--structured and structured sources, structured and structured sources, 

cf. Cohen&cf. Cohen&SarawagiSarawagi, KDD’04, Seattle, KDD’04, Seattle
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Named Entity RecognitionNamed Entity Recognition::
DFKIDFKI--VersionVersion

ShProT-XML

1(�FDQGLGDWHV�
{subtree(w)| �w∈ShProT-XML:
PoS*(w)=NNP|Card|TimeEx &
NP(w)}

'HFLVLRQ OLVW�RI�UXOHV �;0/�
1. Condition: spelling/context
2. Context: Syntactic criteria

1. Appositive modifier*
2. Complement of PP*

3. Action: NE-type

feature vector 
representation

'HFLVLRQ OLVW

PDWFKHU

feature vector 
representation

*D]HWWHUV

�5HJ([�

ShProT+NE-XML

ODQJXDJH�VSHFLILF�SDUW


